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ELASTIC SCATTERING OF 8.3-I\!lev NEUTRONS 

Roger H~ Hildebrand 
March 5, 1951 

I. · Introduction 

1 Amaldi et al have measured the angular distribution of l4~Mev. neutrons 

scattered by Pb nuclei using apparatus with good angular definitiono · The 

neutraLs, which were produced by the D + Li reaction and detected by means of 
' t 

.the Cu6.3(n,2n) cu62 process, had a DeBroglie wave length of 7.5·x 10-l.3 em 

and were thus convenient for the investigation of nuclear diffraction effects. 

The dif'i'erential cross=section curve had the shape of a difi'raction pattern 

shcn·1ing, besides a very strong maximum in the forward direction, a second 

small maximum at abou.t 40°. From this curve the size of the Pb nucleus was 

deduced using the formula for diffraction by an opaque spherical obstacle. 

It is 9f interest to determine whether such an opaque-sphere model of the 

nucleus is applicable, at higher energies and v'Thether ·the same model can be 

used_i'or light and heavy nuclei., 

In the present work a relatively high intensity beam of 90 IVlev neutrons 

from the 184~inch cyclotron was used to explore the elas:tic scattering 

patterns of Be) C~ Ai~ Cu, Ag and Pb. · The measurements were extended to small 

enough angles to include a large part of the distributiono By measuring the 

ratio of·the scattered neutron flux to the flux incident on the scattering 

nuclei it was possible to determine the absolute differential ·scattering 

cross sectioris. Total scattering cross sections were obtained by integration 

of the differential cross sections and also by good and poor geometry 

attenuation experiments··with Al, Cu and Pb. Total collision cross sections 

obtained from t~e good geometry e~periments were found to agree well with 

those obtained by Cook~ McMillan, Peterson and Sewell2• It is of interest 

-to compare the 'scattering cross sections with the total collision cross sections 



since this comparison provides a test of nuclear models such as the 11 opaque 11 

model and the "transparent" model of Fernbach, Serber and Taylor3. 

II. General Features of th~ Experiment 

The neutrons used in this experiment were formed by stripping 4 of 

190 Mev deuterons in a one-half inch thick beryllium target placed ip the 

' circulating deuteron beam of the 184-inch cyclotron$ The stripping process 

may be described as an event in which the proton in the deuteron strikes the 

edge of a target nucleus and is stripped off while the neutron misses and 

continues on its way. This description is appropriate because the deuteron 

is a loose~-bound system, the proton and neutron actually spending most of 
. . 

their time outside the range of their mutup.l forces. At 190-Mev the collison 

time of the proton with a nuclear particle will be small compared to the 

period of relative motion of the neutron and proton within the de-qteron~ 

The proton is thus stripped off too fast for any reaction on the neutron 

which continues its flight with the momentum it nad at the instant of col~ 

lisono This momentum is 'the sum of the momenta attributable to the center 

of mass of the deuteron and that attributable to the motion of the neutron 

within the deuteron. The energy distribution of the·neutrons calculated.on 

the basis of this theory and corrected for the energy lo~s of the deuterons 

before stripping is ·shown in Fig·. l curve Ao Experiments5 made to check 

this calculated distribution have agreed with it very well above 80 Mev but. 

have shown a relati v:ely larger flux at lower energies due to contributions 
~ 

from other nuclear processes as shovm in Fig. 1 curve A o 

The scattering experiment was performed in a narrow beam of neutrons 

defined by a circular hole in the _3 meter thick concrete shielding wall.· 

(See Figure 2). The maximum beam _intensity was about 106 neutr'ons per square 

centimeter per second and this flux density was essentially constant radially 
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out to 4 em. from the axis of the beam and then decreased to less than 0 .. 1 per-

cent at 5 em., 

For the measurements of differential scattering cross sections the dis~ 

position of scatterer and detector is shmm in Figure 2Ac Spherical scat-

terers were used to simplify the determination of the effective scattering 

center and mean angle of scattering& The distanc~ ttr" was increased as e 

was decreased so that the detector would not be in the beam and it was ex= 

perimentally established that the activation of the detector at a given angle 

varied inversely as r 2 · indicating freedom from unrecognized sources of de-

tector actiyation. 

The relative intensity of incident to scattered neutrons was measured 

by placing the detector in the position of the scatterer. 

Two types of detection were employed in the course of the study. Most 

of the work was done with carbon detectors employing the (n 9 2n} reaction 9 

but a coincidence recoil=proton counter was also u~ed. Both receive dis= 

cussion in, subsequent sections. 

The way in which the sensitivity of the carbon detectors varies with 

the 'neutron energy has not been measured but a theoretical calculation h'as 

been made by 

ment's of the 

6 
Heckrotte and Wolff · and is shown in Figo 1 curve B. Measure~ 

12( \ 11. C n,2nJC .cross sections averaged over the 45-Mev and the 

90-Mev neutron energy distributions available from the cyclotron have shown 

them. to be approximately the same? Hence the pe~~ in the theoretical curve 

· B is probably too large with respect to the higher energy part of the curve 

whereas the arbitrary curve B~ which has the same shape as B to the left of 

·the peak except for a scale factor 9 is probably too low in the 40 Mev region. 

The neutron energy distribution curve An (see above) has been multiplied by 

curves B and Bn to obtain curves C and. Ci respectively showing the extent 

to which the expected energy distribution of the detected neutrons depends 

.. 
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since this comparison provides a test of nuclear modeis such as the "opaque'~ 

model and the "transparent" model of Fernb~ch, Serber and Tayl?r3. 

II. General Features of th~ Experiment 

The neutrons used in this experiment were formed by stripping 4 of 

190 Mev deuterons in a one-half inch thick beryllium target placed in the 
.•. . 

circulating deuteron beam of the 184,.,inch cyclotron~ .Th·e stripping process 

may be described as an event in which the proton in the deuteron strikes the 

edge of a target nucleus and is stripped off while the neutron.misses a:qd 

continues on its way. This description is appropriate because the deuteron 
, . 

is a loosely-bound system, the proton and neutron actually spending,most of· 

their time outside the range of their mutupl forces. At 190~~ev the collison ' .. 
•. 

time of the proton with a nuclear particle will be small c~mp~red to the 

period of relative motion of the neutron and proton within the deuteron~ 

Th~ proton is thus stripped off too fast for any reaction on the neutron -

which continues its,fl:i,ght with the momentum it had at the instant of col= 

lisono This momentum.is the sum of the momenta attributable to the center 

of mass. of the deuteron and that attributable t~ the motion of the neutron 

within.the deuteron. The energy distribution of the"'neutrons calculated on 

the basis of this theory and corrected for the energy loss of the deuterons 

before stripping is shown in Fig. 1 curve Ao Experiments5 made to check' 

this calculated distribution have agreed with it very well above 80 Mev but 

have. shown a relatively larger flux at lower energies due to contributions 
B 

from other nuclear processes as shmvn in Fig. 1 curve A • 

The scattering experiment was performed in a narrow beam of neutrons 

defined by _a circular hole in the 3 meter thick concrete ... shielding walL 

(Sffile Figure 2). The maximum beam intensity was about 106 neutrons per square 

centimeter p~r second and this' flux density was~essentially constant radially 
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out to 4 em. from the axis of the beam and then decreased to less than 0.1 per-

cent at 5 em., 

For the measurements of differential scattering cross sections the dis= 

position of scatterer and detector is shown in Figure 2A. Spherical scat~ 

terers were used to simplify the determination of the effective scattering 

center and mean angle of scattering9 The distance 11 r 11 was increased as 9 

was decreased so that the detector would not be in the beam and it was ex= 

perimentally established that the activation of the detector at a given angle 

.varied inverse~y as r 2, indicating freedom from unrecognized sourees of de

tector activation. 

The relative intensity of incident to scattered neutrons was measured 

by placing the detector in the position of the scatterer. 

Two types of detection were employed in the course of the study.. Most 

of the work was done with carbon detectors emplqying the (nj 2n) reaction~ 

but a coincidence recoil=proton counter was al,so used. BotJi r~ceive dis= 

cussion in subsequent sections. 

The way in ~which the sensitivity of the carbon detectors varies with 

the neutron energy has not been measured but a theoretical calculation has 
6 

been made by .Heckrotte and Wolff and is shown in Figo 1 curve B. Measure= 

12( \ 11 -ments of the C n,2nJC cross sections averaged over the 45-Mev and the 

90-Me~ neutron energy distributions available from the cyclotron have shmm 

them to be approximately the same? Hence the peak in the theoretical curve 

B is probably too large with respect to the higher energy part of the curve 

whereas the arbitrary curve B R which has the same shape as B to the left of 

the peak except for a scale factor, is probably too low in the 40 Mev 'region .. 

The neutron energy distributiqn curve A1 (~ee above) ~as been ~ltiplied by 

c1.:1rves B and B' to obtain curves C and cv respectively showing the extent 

to which the expected energy distribution of the detected neutrons depends 
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on the excitation function assumed. The mean detection energies corre= 

spending to C and C' are 81 and 85 Mev. Since B and B' are believed to be 

limiting curves the true energy distribution of detected neutrons is assumed 

to lie between C and C1 ·with a mean energy of about 83 Mevo It should be 

pointed out however that the mean errors of the experimental points from 

which curve At was dra~5 were large and thus the true detection function 

m~ lie outside the range given aboveo 

The activity of the carbon detectors was compared to the activity of 

a carbon monitor placed in the t>eambetween the target and the scatte;rer. 

The monitor for the recoil proton detectors was a BF slow neutron counter 3 . 
placed in a hole in the concrete shielding wall (Position B, Figure 2). Its 

response in this location was propo~tional to the high energy neutron flux 

incident upon the shielding in t~e region of collimation. 

' The measurements of total cross sections and absorption cross sections 

were obtained simultaneou~ly with the arrangement shown in Figure ). The 

attenuation.measured by this detector gives a cross section for removal of 

detectable neutron flux from a forward .cone extending to the maximum angle~ 

8 , subtended by the absorber about the·detector. This angle is chosen to m .. . 

be the same as the maximum angle at which differential scattering cross 

sections were measured, and it includes essentially all of the .elastically 

scattered neutronso The .cross section obtained in this manner is thus 

approximate~ equal to the absorption cross section. A further discussion 

of this measurement will be found in Section III-Bo A good geometry de= 

.. teeter shielded from all but the central portion of the absorber was used 

to measure the total cross section simultaneously. 



III., Analysis and Description of the Experiment -

A. Ang'J.lar Distribution 

le Analysis. = Neglecti.ng absorption of the neutrons passing· through 

the scatterer ·the activatj_on of a detector of area S placed at angle e arid 

distance r .from the scatterer of.volume Vis given by 

where 

I "" incident i11tensi t'"(r" 
0 " ' 

~££I "" number of scatteri.ng nuclei~ 
A 

(1) 

cr(6) "" cros.s section for scattering into un.i.t, solid angle 
at ej 

S ""' solid angle subten.ded by the detector 5 and <=2 :r . . 

'l '""' efficiency ,of the detector. 

If .the detector is placed in the neutron beam the activation is 

given by 

D(') "" IOS~ 0 

Thus from (1). and (2) 

<Y ( @) "'" Qll:r.§J~ ... Jir2 

Ilo Nof? 

(2) . 

(3). 

Taking absorption and multiply scattering into account a formula is 

obtained which is the same as (3) multiplied by a constant depending on the;: 

radius of the scattering sphere and the total and aborption cross sec:tionso 

The method employed in finding the complete expres:?ion may be out~" 

lined as follows6 

A neutron which is not absorbe makes an average of (761~) collisions 

in passing :t;hru a slab of thickness X where 1-Ls =attenuation-constant for 
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elastic scattering, namely Ncrso The. probability of just n elastic collisions 

is glven by the Poisson distribution (.21!s)n exp(-X~s) o' If this is multiplied 
n 

by the pro?ability that. the neutron is not absorbed exp( -X~a) w~ obtain' the 

probability of just n elastic collisions and no other collisions in passing 

through the slab ioe. (X ~s)n exp[ ~ X(~s+ ~a)] = X~s exp ( -X~t) where. 
n~ ~~ 

~a is the attenuation constant for inelastic collision ~d ~t is the total 

attenuation constanto . This assumes small angles, so that)(. is uniqueo 

To obtain the probability that an n-times-scattered neutron goes in 

direction ewe note that the central maximum of the scattering pattern may be 

approximated by a gaussian distribution~ Because transverse momenta com= 

prise a "random walk" problem the customary assumption can be made that 

the angular spread after n scatterings is Jn times the spread from single 

scatteringo This i!llplies that the' forward scattered intensity shall be · 

correspondingly reduced qy the factor 1o Thus the flux per unit solid angle 
n 

in direction 6 of neutrons scattered by a slab of thickness X may be given 

by the expression 
00 

I (e) = J o L. 
n=l 

When this type of analysis is applied to the scattering by the spheres 

used (such as, copper, 2.5 em diamo), it is found that the coefficient 

multiplying a-(~) is only 5 percent of the coefficient of a-(~) o Hence the 
ft u 

effect of multiple scattering upon the form of the angular distribution from 

such a sphere is not sufficiently serious to demand atten~ion in treating 

data of the present accuracy; and it is necessary only to ,correct for the 
\ 

effects of absorption and multiple scattering in an integral mannero Thus 

we mey obtain cr(e) from the observed quantity I(e) using a correction factor 

which is independent of the angleo 

Having recognized this, it is foUIJ.d to be convenient to evaluate the 



correction by the following type of analysis~ In traversing a slab of thick= 

ness x a neutron will have a probability [l=exp( -xj..Ls~ 'of being elastically 

scatte;r-ed~ ~nd a probability e'xp(-X!la) of emerging without an inelastic 

?ollision; where !-La is the attenuation constant for an inelastic or absprbing 

collision., Since !.lt""l-L +!J. the pi~oduct of these probabilities is . · a s 

, exp ( ·~xt~ a) =exp( ~·X!J.t) o 

Applying this to a spherical seatterclr of radius §: 1 the expression for 

the activatlon of the detect.or at angle e and distance r becomes 

D(r,er) ~ Ib;~ ()'"(8) .i~~ f~exp(=:i+ta)=exp(o~:ztlt) ]ds, 
,..., . 

where the integration is carried out over·the cross sect:ional.area of the 

scatterero .The variable x is the length of the chord which is used to 

approxima-te . the neutro~ path through the sphere 0 

Evaluation of the integral~ and series expansion results in t~he equationg 

N 
D(r 9B) "" D~.£ V cr(e) 1 K9 

.A . 2 
r 

where 
K ·- 1~,~-a(IJ. +lJ. )+2 a2(!i+ 2+\J...,_!-L +iJ. 

2
) 

4 t a 5 " ... a a 
cola3(t..t 3+\J. 21J_.·+n ~~ 2+11 3)+ ooo 6 · t t · a ~-"'·tt-a a 

Solving foro( e) we have instead of (3) g 

(4) I 

2o54 em diameter spheres of lead and copper and a 3.81 em diameter sphere of 

aluminum~ These were suspended in the beam by fine wireso 'I'he _size of the 

scatterers was limited to keep the self=attenuation factor K from becoming 

less than Oo75o 

The detectors wer~ stacks of twelve cylindrical sectors of carbon 

Oo32 em thick in a copper container (See Figure 4A)o Two pairs of such 
I 

stacks were placed symmetrically about the a.X:i~' of the beam at distance.s, 

.. 

; I ,! 
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depending upon the angles, of 18 'to 125 em (See Figure 5). The wall of tpe 

copper container m1ich faces the scatterer was made ,1 em thick to prevent, 

activation of the carbor pieces by scattered protons. Vfuen this thickness 

was doubled the activity was reduced by the fraction which one would expect 

if all the activity were due to neutrons. l~ter a 15 minute bombardment at 

the maximum cyclotron beam intensity the carbon sectors were removed from 

the copper holders and arranged to surround a set of four thin~glass walled 

counting tubes (See Figure 4B). 

The monitors were carbon discs of 4.29 em diameter and 0.,32 em thick-
I 

ness. These were counted with a mica window, bell-jar type counter. All 

counts were made concurrently; that is, the detector and monitor activities 

were counted over the sa,me time interval eliminating the·necessi:ty of cor-

rections for decay • 

. In all the experiments described here the basic measurement is .the ratio 

of the activity of the detector to that of the monitoro Calling this ratio Aj 

when the scattering sphere is in place- and the detector at (r,e) (See 

Figure 2A); and B, the background ratio when the scatterer is removed but 

the detector is put in the same position; and C, the ratio when the detector 

is put in the primaF.f beam in place of the scatterer, vie ·have: 

D(r,e) = (A=B)ei 

where e is a relative counting tube efficiency factor to allow the results 

of, different runs to be correlated, and D(r,e) and D are the quantities to 
' 0 ' 

be _used in eq. (4). The value of e is determined before each run by counting . . ., ' 

arbitrary fixed samples with the detector and monitor counters., The factor 

2 in the.second equation above is necessary because only one of-the copper 
' ' 

holders was placed in the beam. 

A typical determination of A involved abou~ 2500 net counts from the 
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detector in a period o.f 15, minuteso This is about four times the copnter back= 

gro'll:nd for the set of four tubes used and about four times the net count in · 

determ.ing Ba Since the monitor was exposed in the primary beam it gave a 

much higher counto The ratio D(r 9e)/D was of the order of OoOOl" 
0 

The 20 Mev threshold 'of the cl2(n~2n)c11 reaction made it quite .possible 

that a part of the scattered flux detected in this experiment was due to in·~ 

elastically scattered neutrons with energies greater than the 20 Mev detection 

thresholdo For this reason the angular distributions were also measured using 

a recoil proton detector with a BF.3 slow neutron counter as a monitor (See 

Section II)o The ~etector consisted of a 3o8 em diameter~ 5 em long paraffin 

c-ylinder behind which was placed a set of three cylindrical )?roportional 

counters each 5 em in diameter and 5 em long which were used in coinddence 

(See Figure 6) o A copper absorber was placed between the second and third · 

counter., Its thickness was such that only recoil protons from neutrons ·with 

e:q.ergies greater than 60 Mev could be detectedo 

In addition to the higher threshold,, the recoil proton detector had the 

advantage of a somewhat higher counting rate so that mor~. angular distribution 

measurements were made with ito On the other hand this detector was not well 

suited to poor geometry attenuat.ion measurements and the good geometry 

attenuation meas·urements made; vd.th it using the BF.3 chamber as a mon:i.tor in= 

dicated that. it was less reliable than the carbon detectors for the measure·= 

ment of the very small-ratio D(r~6)/D which is necessary to obtain absolute 
0 

cross sections., 

B~ Attenuation Experiments 

lo ~lysi§. .;, From the results of the angular distribution mea.sure~ 
I ' 

ments one can determine by graphical integration the cro,_ss section~' for 

scattering of detectable neutron flux into a forward, cone extending to the 

I' 

ilo 
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widest angle measured e : 
m 

sine de (5) 

This cross section' can also be measured in an attenuation experiment_ 

utilizing· the "poor geometry" arrangement of Figure 7 in which the attenuating· 

material fori!IS the frustum of height x of a cone whose generating angle . is &mo,. 

For this arrangemen~ the detectable neutron intensity at the detector 

when the attenuator thickness is x will be 

I(x) = r1(x) + 2n fl'f!.sr(e;x)de; (6) 

where !
1

(x) is the flux density of unscattered neutrons at a distance x from 

the base and I(e,x) is the intensity at x of previously scattered neutrons 

moving in direction s- within unit so:j.id angle. 

Consider now the effect of increasing the. t[!ickness of the attenuating 

' material by an amount dxo The intensity of detectable neutrons at the vertex 

of the cone ,will then be altered by an amount 

dl(x) = =I v (x)Not,dx = 2nNG.fdx f m 

0 

anBI(e,x)de 

1m 
+2ni 9(x)Ndx tane~(e)de 

1 0 ja 
+2nNdx t~nede cr{8)2nsina.·~(a,x)da, 

0 . 0 

(7) 

where N is the number o: nuclei per cm-3 in the attenuator, ando-t .is the total 

cross section of each nucleus, 

The physical meanings of the successive terms on the right-hand side of 

this equation are as follows.z 

lo Decrease due to attenuation in dx of hitherto unscattered neutrons 

whose flux dens.i-ty,; is· 11 (x),o 

2o Decrease due to attenuation in dx'of neutrons previously elastically 



scati;.ered into the direction of the detectoro 
' 

3, Increase due to elastic scattering in dx 9 into the direction of the 
~· 

detector, of hitherto undeviated neutronso 

4e Increase due to elastic'scattering ~n dx of neutrons previously 

elastically scattered" The angle~ defines the scattering angle necessary 

to deflect these incident neutrons into the direction of the detectoro 

·The angle a is to be large enough to include essentially all the rn 

elastically scattered flux incident upop dxo 

Sincecr(6) and 1(8) are both strongly peak~d at 8=0 the integrals i~ (7) 

are. not greatly affected by' replacing tan 6 by sin 6o (In the worst case the 

·difference is only 2o 5 percent) o Also for the same reason it can be shown 

that the angleftmay be replaced by 8 with an error sufficiently small to be 

allovvable in this experimento These two approximations· are~ in fact 9 partially 

compensating in their effectso 

In view of Equations (6) and (5) 9 ,these approximations permit (7) to 

be reduced to 

so that an attenuation experiment with this arrangement will measure the dif= 

·rerence of cross secti0vs 

a: .oCT n "" l Io t s N~ ln 'Fr.::\ 
· X L\XJo 

(8) 

The absorption cross se<_?tion for the nuclei of the attenuating material 

is related to (8) by 

'(9) 

where o-
1 

accounts for elastic scattering into angles g_reater than e"~9 . and <72 
is the cross secti~n for inelastic scattering of neutrons into an.gles less 

·than em with sufficient energy .to be detectedo 

Subtraction of the measured quantity (crt-Gsa) from the measured value 
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of crt yields an evaluation of -o-s 1. 

c:Js I = crt - (q = Os') ,. 

which may be compared for experimental consistancy >rlth that obtained b1 Eq (5)o 

If as is shown in Sectiop V the quantities Oj_ and "2 are small,then a; 1 is 

approximatezy equal to tp.e elastic scattering c:ross section OS = ot, ~ C'a_ 

2o Apparatus and experimental Procedure ... The arrangement for the 

attenuation experiment j~st discussed is shown in Figo 3 • 
. I 

/ 

.The angle em was 27° for· dural and. copper, and 21° for leado The maximum 

attenuator thicknesses w13re as follows: dural ;;md copper,·six 5.08 em discs; 

lead, six 2.54 em discs, In every case a 4 em :j.ead shield was put just ahead 

of the poor geometry detector to avoid activation of the carbon by recoil 

protons from the attenuating materialo The uniformity of the incident beam 

was checked in a preliminary experiment by putting carbon detectors at various 
. I 

p~ints on the base of the absorbing coneo This was also checked by veri~ing 

that a single disc at the base of the cone gave the same attenuation as· a disc 

of the same thickness near the vertex. Absorpt~on and total cross sections 

for. aluminum were obtained from the dural measurements making allowance for 

the other metals in the alloyo 

IV. RESULTS 

The results are summarized in Tables 1, II and III and in Figures~8 and 9 • 

. Table Io Total cross sections and the cross sections cr 1 (See Section III Bl) s . 

in units of lo-~4cm2 c. The third ;row of the Table gives scattering cross 

' sections obtained from the tot~l and absorption cross, sections using Eq. (10). 

The last 1row ·gives the scattering cross sect.ion obtained by integration of 

the differential cross sections as in Eq. (5). 



Element 

Total cross sections 
Cook et a12 

fjl 
s 

This measurement 

By attenuation 
By ,integl"·ation 
Maximum angle em 
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Table I 

Al · 

1.12 ! o~,o2 
1.14.! 0 .. 0.3' 

0.65 :!: 0 .. 04 
0.71 + 0.04 . i?o 

Cu'. 

2 .. 22 ! 0~04 
2.15 ;!;, OeP4 

Pb 

4-..53! 0;,09 
4~47 ±. 0.11 

Table II.. Carbon Detector Measurements of differential cross sections in units 

of lo=24cm2 per steradian.. The errors ·shown apply to the relative magnitudes 

and do not include a possible .3 percent error in assigning absolute magnitudes .. 

Table II 

Angle in 
Degrees . Al Cu Pb 

2 1/2 5 .. 0 !: 0 .. 4 1.3.,8 ! 0 .. 9 59o ! 4. 
3 14 .. 8 + 1.2 54. ! 6. 
4 4.64! 0.18 14.2 ~ 0.,7 53. ! 5. ' 

5 4 • .36! 0.2.3 10 • .3 ! 0 • .3 .34 .. + 7 • 
6 4 • .3 ! 0 • .3 10 .. 6 ! 0 • .3 . 25.6! 1 .. 0 .. 
71/2 .3 .. .30!, 0 .. 15 7o.34! Oa22 11 .. .3 ! 1.1 

10 2 .. 24.! 0.15 4.66,:1: 0 .. 07 4.3 ! 0.6. 
12 1/2 1. 54!, 0 .. 1.3 2.61!, 0 .. 05 . 2 .. 1 .. 0 .. .3 
~15 1.08!, 0 .. 04 1 • .30! 0.,02 . 1 .. 46,! 0.14 
17 1/2 0.66! 0.07 0.5.3.!; 0 .. 0.3 1 .. 58! 0.,11 
20 0.,.38!, 0 .. 02 0 .. 40!:, 0.0.3 1.04! 0 .. 10 
22 l/2 Oe59"!, 0.,13 
25 0.17.!, 0.02 0 .. .31! o05 
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Table III Recoil proton detector measure'ments of differential cros·s sections in units· --of lo=24cm2 

per- steradiano The. errors shown apply to the relative magnitudes anl do not include a possible ' 

5 percent error in assigning absolute magnitudes 

Angle in Be c Al Cu I Ag- -- Pb Dearees --

'-

2 4.7 .:.!: 0.7 15.3 ! 1.3 28. .:.!: .3. 55. :!:. 4. 
-- - '· 

.3 4.8 ! 0.3 12.9!. 0.8 27.2 ! 1.9 ' 55.0 + 2.1 

l 
' -

-
4 1/2 10.4.:!.: 1.4 40. 1 4.' ! -. I . . . --. 

6 0.86 ! 0.04 lq35 :!:. 0.08' .3.,90 .:!.: o. 13 11.1 .:.!: 0 • .3 118.2 .:.!: 0.9 .30.3 :!:. 0.8 
--

8 3.39 + 0.17 8.6 ~.4 I 16.7 ! 0~8 
' 

~· ~ ~ .. ''- . -
10 0.700:!:. 0.;026 0.99 :, o.o6 2 • .34 ! 0.08 5e.JO,:!: 0.2.3 5.7 !.-0.4 5.,3 ! 0.5 

14 1.22 :_·0.,20 1.5 !. 0.4 3.3 !. 0.,8 
- - -' 

'15 -- 0.369 ! 0.016 0.505 :!:. 0.022 0.91 ! 0.05 L07!: 0.08 0.79!. 0.07 1 • .36 !: 0.18 
. - -. 

18 0.47 !: 0.,1.3 0.17 + 0.23 0;,67 !. o.o6 
- - I . . - .. -

22 1/2 0.105 !. 0.008 0.142 !. 0.012 0.191 :!:. 0.20 ·. 0.34.:.!: 0.05 0.40 ! 0.06 0.44 + 0.1.3 . . -:-· 
' . . -

30 0.0.33+ 0.020 . - 0.04:!:. 0.04 0.10 :!:. 0.05. 0.22 !. 0.1.3 . .. . . . - .. . ' . 

45 0.004 !. 0.010 0.01:!:. 0.02 o.o6 ~ o.o.J o. 02 1: o.o51 

60 -o. 0.3 :£ o.·o.JJ 

90 
.......• 

-~- ··-·· .-----· .. oO••Moh 1---· 0~()();!:_9.()_?1 
--------------

-~,: • :J 

.• ~" 
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V'. SOURCES OF ERROR 

Ao Angular Resolution 
. 

Because of the finite size of the scatterer and detector a measurement 

m~e at a given nominal angle actually corresponds to detection over a fairly 

wide range of angles as is shown' in Figure lOo A detailed analysis has 

shovm that the errors of the angles and cross sections due to this effect 

are negligible consi~ering the accuracy of the experiment. This effe-ct alone 

would not prevent the detection of a minimum of the type theoretically pre-

dieted for diffraction by an opaque nucleus but the wide spread in energy of 

the detected neutrons woUld prevent the detection of such a 'minimum. 

Bo Detection of Inelastically Scattered Neutrons 

The contribution of inelastic scattering in the' energy range between 

_the thr~sholds of the carbon and recoil proton detectors (20 and 60-Mev 

respectively=cf •. section III A 2) is not large enough to be apparent in com~ 

paring the results of the two methodso (See Figo 8) 

An estimate of the inelastic contribution can~ however, be obtained 

from the measurements of Hadley and York8 on the dif~ere~tial cross sections 
. ' -¥-

of several elements for production of high energy seconda~ protons by 90 
' -

Mev neutronso At these energies the incident neutron wave length is suf= 

ficiently small to allow the effects of neutron=nucleon collisions to be 

' observed.ll where the collision event involves primarily only the incident 

neutron and a neutron or proton of a target nucleuso By this process nucleons 

m~ be knocked out of nuclei with energies and angular dist~i?utions corre= 

spending to those of n=p or n=n collisions in which the target nucleon 

possesses an initial momentum characteristic of the motions of particles 

in nuclei.-
/. 

Hadley and York have measured differential cross sections for such 

emission of protons of over 20 Mev energy from C~ Cu, and Pbo We shall 

,-.· 
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assmne that the neutrons emerging from n-p collisions within the nucleus are 

described by the same different,ial cross section as these protons·o 

There will also be a contribution of high-energy neutrons due to n=n 

collisionso We assume that these events are similar to p=p collisions with 

respect to cross section and angular distributiono Recent experiments in= 

dicate that even at these energies the p-p collisions yield spherical symmetry 

in the center-of-mass system,9~lO,ll,l2 and that the collision cross sections 
/ 

at these energies is roughly one-half the n-p collision cross sectiono2~13 

Using these assumptions, and taking account of the relative numbers of 

neutrons to protons in the nucleus in question, cross sections <!2 of th~ 

target nuclei for delivering detectable neutrons by these "knock=on11 pro= 

cesses into the angular range detected have been calculated and are shown in 

Table IVo 

DeJuren and Knable14 have measured total cross sections and the cross 

sections for scattering of detectab~e flux into angles less than em using 

the same absorbers as those described in this papero In place of carbon de= 

tectors they used bismuth fission chambers for which the neutron counting 

threshold is about 50 Mev, and the mean detection energy for these neutrons 

is about 95 l\!ievo Because of the higher threshold of this detector it is to 
. ~ ~ . 

be expected that the cross sections a-:' as measured by Dejureh .and Knable 
'S· ' .. 

"incJpde smaller contributi?ns from inelastic scattering than th~ corresponding 

cross sections measured with carbon detectorso The ratios ~~~~tan? 

{ o; t .- 0'2)/crt from the carbon detector measurements and the rat~o a;~ lot 

from bismuth fission detector measurements are shown in Table IVo Con= 

sidering this comparison, and the similarity of the·angul~r distri~utions 

observed using proportional counters with the 60 11(1ev threshol9 with those 

observed with carbon detectors, it appears likely that these cross "sections 
I 
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for ·inelastic processes yielding dete,ctable neutrons are not underestimated,; 

In order to estimate the true· scattering cross sections o- one must add s 

the effect of the cross section Gi, fori elastic scattering into wide angles 

which will be discussed in the next sectiono 

Thus a; = OS'r = cr2 + o-1 

Hence the values as i = 02 of Table IVI represent lower limits foro;~ 

. Table IVo Observed scattering cross sections a:~ ·9 calculated cross sections . s 

<72 for producing detectable neutrons by'inelastic collisions 9 and comparisons 

of ratios of cross sections measured at two energieso (cross sections :in 

Table IV 

Al Cu Pb 

- ~ 

• 
Observed scattering cross sections osg. Oo71 lo.37 2o79 

Calculated values ~f o; 0.07 OolJ 0.17 
-

<as~ - vz) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 " 0 Oo64 lo24- 2o62 
•· 

os'h-t. 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Oo62 0.64 0.62 ,, -

(a: v. ~ 02)/m s .. t 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 o· 0.56 0.58 Oo59 

as'/~, measured with Bi fission counters· 
( ~19 -Mev) • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 Oo58 0.61 . 0.60 

··~-. ==--===~ -~- . --
Co Elastic Scattering into Vii de Angles 

The neutron flux per unit solid angle becomes S? small at angles 

'greater than e that measurements of the intensity become very_ inaccurate. . m 

However 9 because of the sine factor which enters into the calculation of the 

scattering cross sections (See Equation (5)) the total flux in wide angles 

may not be negligible. An indication of the order of.magnitude of this effect 

can be obtained from wide angle differential· cross section measurements made 

with ·the recoil- proton detector. (See Table III), On the basis of these 

measurements it has been estimated that the wide angle scattering effect may 
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be of the order of 5 .·percent for Al but/ is less than this for Cu and f'b and 

is thus somewhat smaller than the inelastic scatteri1~ effect. As can be seen 

from equation (9) the two effects tend to cancel each. other in the evaluation 

of the diffe.rence between cTs 1 and the true ·elastic scatt~ring cross section c:~so 

It should be .noticed that these effects are common to both methods of 

measuring c:rs, hence the attenuation method serves principally as a check on 

other s,ystematic errors in the differential cross 'section measurements& 

VI<. Analysis of Results 

Ao Description of the Angular Distribution 

In the present experiment the deBroglie w'ave-length of the neutrons is 

smaller than nuclear dimensions, and it is sensible to speak of a neutron 
I . . 

colliding ·within the area of cross section presented' by the nucleuso This 

implies th~t neutrons with rather large values of angular momentum vvill be 

involved in:nuclear collisions. 

The quantized values of angular momentum will extend up to pR = 1h or 

1 = kR; where k = 1/ Ji. = p/fl, · and 1 is· an angular momentum quantum number o R 

is the largest value of impact parameter for which observable effects of 

collision occur, and it may be defined as the nuclear radius. 

For 8.3~Mey neutrons }( = Oo49 x lo-1.3cm, and for a heavy nucleus R ~s 

nearly lo-12cm. Thus values oflwill in some cases extend nearly-as high as 

/ 

Since at the degree of excitation which such neutrons could impart to 

nuclei the nuclear levels will be numerous and overlapping 1 · it is to be ex= 

' pected that· such collisions would lead to inelastic events or absorptiono 

Ine~astically S<;!attered neutrons or secondary neutrons from such events are 

almost entirely of energies below the detection threshold as·indicated in. 

Section Vo 
' Thus it is possible as a first approximation to conceive ·Of the , 



nucleus, for the purpose of this experiment, as an ?paque, spherical,ob= 

stacle absorbing and diffracting the neutron waveo 

If a description of the scattering process is represented in partial 

15 waves, and the express~on for the scattered wave obtained by subtracting 

the expression for the unperturbed plane wave from that for the wave field 

with scattering nucleus present, the asyntptotic result at a large distance.r 

from the scattering center, and at angle e from the direction•of the incident 

beam is g 

eikr 110 

,T, ·~ (2 1 +l)(e2i!St ·=1) Pz (cos6)o r scatt'""' -- L.., " . - 2ikr z=o 
(llj 

When no absorption in the scattering nucleus, occurs, 67, is a real number 

which meas~es the phase difference between the lth partial wave and the 

diverging components of the actual· wave field and the ceil-responding wave in . 

the unperturbed fieldo But when the scattering nucleus also absorbs neutrons 

the effect is described by a complex value for 8z , 
e z ,e 1 + iJ?p 

where ~t then functions a~ an absorption exponent affecting ·the magnitude of 

the diverging 1 th wave o 

If now the scattering nucleus is considered to be a perfectly absorbing 

sphere of radius R 9 the value of ~l for 0'-l~kR will be lnfiniteo Also if 

neutrons passing with~> kR are to be unaffected the value of 6z will be zero 

for 2 :>kRo 

For this approximate model, then9 the scattered wave (11) reduces 

tci~16,17 

eikr l=kr 
~ scatt ~-~ L (2l; +1) p 1 (cos8) 

2ikr li==O 
(12) 

The result (12) can be directly obtained by noting. that the effect of 

the nuc,leus is to remove from. the diverging components of tlie unpertll;rbed 

•• 

·.I 
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wave those partial waves with values ,of lup to l= kRe This removal is 

mathematically described by superimposing upon 'the unpertur~ed wave a set 

of partial waves with amplitudes equ81 to corresponding amplitudes of the 

unperturbed wave field, with values of ~ up to~= kR, and with each phase · 

shifted by one-ha: f eycle.o This superimposed set represents the scattered 

neutrons and its expression is just (12). This is simply an application of 

Babinet 1 s principle from physical optics. 

From (12) the d.ifferential scattering cross section- is seen to be 

1 [ l=kR 
a-(e)= :_ - ) __ 

4k2 f;O 
. . 

For forward scattering, e = O, (13) yields 

(13) 

·(14) 

It is to be e:A"Pected that the opaque nucleus model should giv:e a dis= 

tribution of elastically scattered neutrons similar to the Fraunhofer dif= 

fraction pattern for a plane wave diffracted by m1 opaque circular disko It 

can be shovm that. for small angles expression (13) can be written in the 

16, 17 
approximate form . 

<J(8) = .:!k (R' )4 , 
_ 2 [ J1 (2kR 1 sin(8/2)) ]

2 

4 kR' sin(e/2) 
(15) 

where J1 indicates a first-order B_essel functiop, and R' = R + l/ko This 

is the expression for intensity in. tJ:ie Fraunhofer patt-ern p:r;oduced by_ a 

disk ~f radius R1 diffracting· plane waves -with 7r. = 1/k. 

Bo Effect of Neutron Energy Spread Upon Angular Distribution 
.•. 

The energy dependence of the differential cross section occU:rs through 
' I 

the quantity k =,(1/Jt) =·pjh. In order to compar~ the theoretical distri= 

bution (13) with one observed it is necessary to calcula.te from (13) or (15) 
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a predicted value of cr{6) by averaging over the energy spectrum of incident 
\ ' 

neutrons G(E) modified by the energy dependence of the detection effi.ciency 

e(E). 

Thu,s 

l
Emax 

. cr(e,E)G(E)e(E)dE 

Emin . 
((y( e) pred = ----------.. 

~ 
Emax 

G(E)e(E)dE 
· Emin 

It is not necessary to account f~r any change in energy of the neutrons 

'Upon. being scatterer', for the lighte::t nucleus emplOJred is Al, (excluding . 

recoil proton detector measurer'~"nts) and the scattering is confined to small 

· angleso The averaging is accomplished 'l)y graphical integration using in-

' formation on the neutron energy spectrum previously mentioned, and some 

approximate experimental data, supplement,ed by theory, 6, 7 on the 

c12 (n,2n)c1~ ~ross section and .its variation with energyo 

The functions (13) and (15) are indistinguishable within the limits of 

accuracy needed in this comparison, so (15) has been employedo The principal 

effect of the averaging· .process just described is to increase the contribu-

tion in the vicinity of the first root of the Bessel function above that 

obtained from a pure ,spectrum of 84=Mev neutronso · 

Co Comparison of Observations with Theory 

By integration of the differential scattering cross section as given 

by (13) the elastic scattering cross section is obtained: 

a-s 
n 

= 2n fe 
= n(R + l/k)2 = nRu2o 

l2 
l)Pl ( co~e) J sinede (16) 
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An experimental value for as will, by use of (16), allow determination 

of R1 , which, in turn, may be used in (15) to construct angular distribution 

curves appropriate to the opaque model for comparison with the shapes of the 

experimental distributions. 

This comparison is shown in Fig. Bo The dashed curves are the result 

of determining R' from the values of 03' displayed in Table IV; and the 

dotted curves result from using (~ 1 =02) from determining R~o In each case 

the distribution given by (15) has been modified as in the preceding Section 

B to account for the energy spread of the neutrons. 

In view of Sections V, Band C, and Eq. (16), we should actually de

termine R' from CJS ,;, OS'.~ 0"2. + "1 = n(R' )2• The value of~ is very small 

in the cases of Cu and Pb, but may be. comparable with oz in the case of Al 

as shown in the experimental results of Table III. These facts are consistent 

with the agreement of the dotted curves with datum points for Pb and Cu, 

while for Al the points are closer to the, dashed curve computed from osq 0 

To be consistent, one should subtract from the datum point ordinates 

the values of the differential cross sections for inelastic collisions de= 

livering detectable neutrons, estimated in the manner described in section 

V=Bo But this does not significantly alter the positions of the points except 

at very wide angles where the datum point accuracy does not warrant such cor= 

rection., 

A calculation of the angular distribution has also been made on the 

basis of the "transparent'' model of Fer~bach, Serber, and Taylor) This 

model assumes for nuclear matter an absorption coefficient and an index of 

refraction. The radius of an individual nucleus according to this scheme can 

be represented by :t0i~·o In the ca.se previously described, based on the 

total cross-section measurements of Cook, McMillan, Peterson, and Sewell 9 
2 

the 'radius .. of the n~cleus is given by 1 .. 37At X 10=13 em where K (the absorp= 
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tion coefficient) is chosen as 2.2 X 1012 cm=l and ~l (the increase of the 

propagation constant bf the neutron wave upon entering the nucleus) as 3 • .3 X 

1012 cm=1• 

The angular distributions determined with these constants yield the 

curves shovvn in Figo 11. The theoretical curves are noticeably lower than the 

experimental values in the forward direction, but fit comparatively well at 

other angleso The Bessel function obtained from the opaque model on the other 

hand fits better in the forward direction but not as well at larger angles. 

Figure 12 shows the theoretical curve for o;/O'f __ as a function ~)f nuclear 

radius. The experimental points are taken from the attenuation data obtained 

from the poor geomet~ experiment" 

Curve A is calculated with the above mentioned constants, curve B with 

constants that fit this attenuation data better. Neither the angular dis= 

tribution nor the total cross sections are very sensitive to changes in the 

value of the absorption constant 5 whereas the absorption cross section is a 

f1xnction of KR only. Hence a poor geomet~ attenuation experiment can be 

use( to mcl(e a more critical determination of K. In this case K=3.0 X 1012 

cm=1 shows better agreement with the experimental results. It should be 

mentioned that with this value of K9 the value of r 0 necessary to give the 
~ ' 

best fit for the total cross sections is 1.39 X 10=lJ cm" 

In Fig. 12 the exp~rimental values have not been corrected for the scat= 

tering beyond the maximum angle used. The only appreciable scattering be= 

yond emax seems to be that for aluminum. Such correction would reduce the 

ratio oraf~ and bring the experimental point closer to the theoretical curve. 
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A 

MUI485 

Fig.l. Neutron Energy Distribution. 
Curve A shows the energy distribution of neutrons in the beam 

as calculated from stripping theory,. 
Curve A' shows the measured distribution. 
Curves B and B 1 are the limiting 'carbon excitation, functions. 
Curves C and C1 are the corresponding ,distributions of detected 

neutrons. (see section II) · , 
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Fig. 2 •. Plan view of experimental arrangement. 
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SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF APPARATUS FOR ATTENUATION EXPERIMENTS 
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Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of apparatus for attenuation experiments. 
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THIN GLASS WALL 
TUBE 

TUBE TO HOLD SIX 
CARBON SEGMENTS 

IN PLACE 

-
B.· CARBON SEGMENTS IN POSITION 

TO BE COUNTED 

MU1488 

Fig. 4. Detector and detector counting arrangement. 
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SCATTERING SPHERE AND TWO PAIRS OF DETECTORS 

ARRANGED AS IN EXPERIMENT. 
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:Fig. 6. Recoil Proton Detector 
A,B ;Lead shields 
C Paraffin for production of recoil protons 
D,E,F Proportional counters in coincidence 
G ' . 0. 010 inch copper window 
H Copper absorber to provide proton detection threshold 
I Kovar-glass insulator 

- _ . ..,..---:......--~- ---
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Fig. 7. Geometry of attenuation experiment. 
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 
90 MEV NEUTRONS 

RECOIL PROTON DETECTOR 

14° 

SCATTER . ANGLE 
MUI'I92 

Fig. 9. Slhall angle differential cross sections in units of lo-24cm2 

from recoil proton detector me8.surements. The curv~s have 
the.form of. opaque nucleus diffraction patterns. The Pb curve 
is _€,9Ju_~,!-e_q._ t_o giv:e -t?he best_fit to. the lead points and the 
other _curves have the relative o;rdinates expected on the basis 
of the . t_otal cross section measurements of Cook et al2, i. e .... 
the zero degree differential cross sections are-expected to · 
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Fig. 10. Angular resolution. The solid bell-shaped curves ·show the 
detection distribution for two typical detector positions 
in the measurement of the a~gular distribution from the lead 
scatterer (5° at 65 em and 10° at 34 em). When these are 
multiplied by the dotted curve which has the form of 'the 
angular distripution for lead we obtain the effective detection 
distribution shovm as .dashed curves. 
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Comparison of experimental differential cross, 
sections with those calculated from transparent 
model theory. (Units same a·s in Fig. 5) 
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f EXPERIMENTAL POINTS DETERMINED. 
FROM ATTENUATION ~ATA 

AI 
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2 4 5 6 

R (10.13 em) 
. I 

THEORETICAL CURVES FOR O'a / (T't vs. R(R•I.37A"3 x I0- 13 em) 

A: K"' 2.2 X 1012 em" 1 , K
1 

= 3.3 X I0 12 em" 1 

. e: K = 3.0 X 1012 em"', K1 • 3.3 X 10 12 em" 1 

MU 1495 

Theoretical curves for a- / cr, vs. R(R = 1,37 Al/3 X io-13 em) 
. a . 

K = 2.2 X 1012. cm·1 , K1 = 3.3 X ,101,2 cm-1 
/ 

A: 

. B: K =· 3,0 X 1012 cm-1 , K
1 

= 3.3-X 1012 cm·1~ 




